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tradition and revolution / 
 
six billion mobile phones. six billion hours of YouTube 
video watched every month. what does the digital world 
mean for tve? asks tve chair Richard Creasey 
 
The world of communications is changing faster than ever. The numbers are staggering: six billion  
mobile phones; half a billion channels on YouTube; global audiences in the hundreds of millions. And  
not only can you watch a film on your phone or one of another half-dozen electronic devices, but every 
viewer is a potential provider of content.   
 
As you’ll read in the following pages, tve is taking on this digital revolution, with new audiences, a new 
generation of filmmakers, and the excitement of conveying a whole story in just 60 seconds. 
 
But this revolution, while democratising filmmaking through technology, isn’t the whole story. You still  
need a sharp editorial eye, quality journalism, knowledge of the issues and their complexity, and a  
commitment to editorial independence. In that sense, not much has changed since tve was founded  
30 years ago.  
 
What is new is that, where tve once made films aimed largely at opinion formers, we’re now also  
encouraging business to drive environmental change. ‘We’re on a significant journey to take  
sustainability into the core of what business is about,’ said Yvo de Boer, former executive  
secretary of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and now KPMG’s global  
advisor on sustainability, speaking at tve’s global sustainability film awards this 
year.   
 
So tve’s essential aim – inspiring change for a greener, fairer world – remains  
the same. Our commitment to quality journalism and editorial independence is  
as strong as ever. But, as always in its 30-year history, tve is also at the cutting  
edge of change, keeping ahead of the technological curve to reach the audiences  
and filmmakers of the 21st century.     

Richard Creasey 
tve chair 
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the big picture / 
 
executive director Cheryl Campbell on a year that saw 
online delivery adding millions of views to tve’s one  
billion global reach 
 
the power of the internet / 
tve films do not sit on shelves. They inspire change for a greener, fairer world. 2013 was no exception  
to the rule. Thanks to our partners, our international staff, and television schedulers around the world, 
our documentaries and programmes received 411 broadcasts on 74 television channels, channels  
which between them reached more than a billion viewers. From Indonesia to the UK, from China to 
Kenya, tve films took the big environment and development stories of the day to television viewers 
around the globe.  
 
2013 was also the year that saw a huge leap in online delivery of tve films. Our documentary  
‘Kay Kay: The Girl from Guangzhou’ received more than 1.5 million views online; viewers responded  
enthusiastically to tve documentaries on Al Jazeera English’s website; and on tve’s YouTube channel 
(www.youtube.com/user/tveInspiringChange) viewers watched more than 16,000 hours of programming.  
 

the power of creativity / 
Throughout the year, we nurtured a blossoming of talent, reaching hundreds of new, young filmmakers 
and animators and inspiring them to turn their creativity to exploring the state of the world. In YouTube 
one-minute animations, in mobile phone film workshops and mini-dramas, talented people armed with  
a camera – experienced YouTube filmmakers as well as those who had never before made a video – 
tackled overfishing, loss of biodiversity, sustainable development and climate change.  
 
Hundreds of filmmakers entered our fourth tvebiomovies environmental film competition. Their 565 entries 
amazed the judges with their creative and diverse story ideas. From a dog and a Viking as environmental 
superheroes to highly sophisticated animations and mini-docs perfectly paced, our winners and runners-up 
used talent and skill to reach YouTube viewers on major environmental issues.  
 
We brought corporations into the sustainability debate, enabling companies to showcase their  
innovations through the tve Global Sustainability Film Awards. The awards and winning films  
were televised across Europe and China and online to viewers globally.   



/ 1.036 billion viewer reach  
worldwide 
 
/ more than 2 million online views 
 
/ broadcasts in 9 languages in 131 
countries 
 
/ 411 broadcasts on 74 channels 
 
/ 40 partners on 4 continents  
 
/ film screenings from Harare to  
Himachal  
 
/ 30 years of producing and creating 
award-winning, groundbreaking films  
on environment and development 
 
/ 22 final contestants in tvebiomovies 2013  
 
/ 17 corporate entries in our global  
sustainability film awards  
 
 

‘the best I’ve ever seen’ /                                                                                          
As always, we enabled voices that would otherwise go 

unheard to reach international audiences. Viewers wrote 
in to say how they loved our Zero Ten Twenty films – 

following the lives of young people since they were    
born in 1992. ‘An amazing story,’ wrote one viewer     

of ‘Erodo’s Story’. ‘The best documentary I’ve             
ever seen,’ wrote another.  

the 2014 agenda / 
As we enter our 30th year, we’ve started work         

in Brazil on a 48-minute broadcast documentary    
commissioned by Al Jazeera English to coincide 

with the World Cup. We’ll hold our third tve    
Global Sustainability Film Awards. We’re            
developing an exciting new social media          

project to inspire environmental                  
change in the Baltic Sea.  

We’ll build on the success of a new area           
of work: content for schools. Through the     
London Grid for Learning and NEN-The      
Education Network, our education pack    

based on our Bloomberg-funded YouTube 
Relay films will reach millions of students 

across the UK. 
 

‘tvebiomovies gave us the opportunity         
to reach the world,’ a winning group of     

students in Mauritius told the audience at 
our tvebiomovies 2013 awards ceremony. 
We’re proud to give so many people their 

chance to reach the world.  

left: filming Life Apps in Brazil / Carlos Alves 
right: tvebiomovies awards ceremony at EBRD / Sophia Reitz 
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stories of a lifetime / 
 
‘this is an amazing story,’ wrote a viewer. tve  
programmes and partnerships manager Nick Rance  
on acclaim for our Reframing Rio films 
 
‘I love this documentary’ / 
Our successful multi-partner, multimedia, EU-funded project Reframing Rio came to an official close this 
year. But the films it generated evolved in new and exciting ways, and were broadcast to hundreds of 
millions of new viewers. ‘I love this documentary,’ one viewer wrote to Al Jazeera English about ‘Erodo’s 
Story’.‘It’s really inspiring… Let’s see Erodo go places in life.’ Another wrote: ‘Al Jazeera, thumbs up. 
This is really an amazing story.’  
 

audiences worldwide / 
Zero Ten Twenty, the centrepiece of Reframing Rio, was the latest instalment of tve’s unique, 20-year 
film project following the lives of 11 children born in 10 countries. In 2012 and 2013, with commissions 
from global channel Al Jazeera English, we re-told those stories in a powerful 48-minute format. Through 
Al Jazeera English, our films reached audiences of 260 million households on six continents, in more 
than 130 countries.  
 

‘I wished it could go on and on’ / 
The first was ‘Kay Kay: The Girl from Guangzhou’, whose life and spirited character seem to embody the 
essence of China’s economic miracle. ‘Kay Kay’ was broadcast on Al Jazeera English in 2012; this year, 
through the Chinese online video platform YouKu, it has attracted a phenomenal 1.5 million views.  
 
In 2013 we told the story of Erodo, a boy born to Turkana cattle nomads in 1992. In ‘Blood and Land: 
Erodo’s Story’, we caught up with him and his family in northern Kenya for a dramatic update on his life. 
Through Erodo’s eyes, we gain a personal and powerful perspective on Kenya and where it is heading 
today. ‘How I wished it could go on and on,’ said one viewer. ‘One never tires of watching it.’  
 
We now have a third documentary in production for global broadcast on Al Jazeera English in June 
2014, the latest instalment in the life of Rosemery, who has grown up amid uncertainty and grinding  
poverty in Rocinha, Rio de Janeiro’s biggest favela. 
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/ ‘the best documentary I have  
ever seen’ 
viewer, ‘Erodo’s Story’ 
 
/ ‘for once a documentary wasn’t 
biased and Eurocentric’ 
viewer, ‘Kay Kay’ 
 
/ ‘a beautiful and touching movie’ 
viewer, ‘Kay Kay’ 
 
/ ‘Zero Ten Twenty is an extremely  
imaginative, professionally produced  
series which attracted international  
attention’ 
Alan Hancock, independent evaluator,  
Reframing Rio  
 
/ ‘congratulations on producing this  
excellent educational resource. It will  
be loved by students and teachers’   
Kostas Magos, International  
Education and Resource Network 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

life apps / 
Life Apps was another Reframing Rio series that  

found new global audiences in 2013 – five x 25-minute  
programmes transmitted by Al Jazeera English to 260 

million households in more than 130 countries.  
 

The series premise is simple: in a world where a billion 
smartphones were sold in 2013, and where apps are 

launched every day, how do the poor benefit from  
the communications revolution? 

 
outside the zone / 

By taking young app developers out of their  
urban comfort zones and sending them into rural  

hinterlands and shantytowns and among tribal  
nomads, the series created a compelling format 

that proved a hit with viewers. And with our  
partners from Africa, India and Latin America 

behind the cameras, each film offered a  
genuinely authentic insight into the way mobile 
technology can deliver opportunity and social 

change where it’s needed most.  

online education /  
Through our new online education resource, 

in 2013 we reached out to educators and 
secondary schools. Our Reframing Rio  

education resource engages secondary 
school children in key debates and themes 

around sustainable development and  
integrates Reframing Rio films with  

detailed lesson plans and  
resources. 

 
Find out more at  

www.tve.org/reframing-rio  

left: baby Erodo with his mother Esther / Bruno Sorrentino 
centre: Erodo at 8 / Bruno Sorrentino 
right: Erodo at 20 / Bruno Sorrentino 
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tvebiomovies 2013:  
the next generation / 
 
thirty years ago only professionals with expensive  
equipment could make a film and get it out. today,  
anyone can. tve producer Matilda Mitchell explains  
how tvebiomovies 2013 engaged the world  

 
digital debate / 
In 2013, our innovative YouTube film competition tvebiomovies  
entered its fourth successful year with the ambition of helping to  
create an entirely new generation of filmmakers who would spark  
a vibrant debate about the environment across the planet.  
 
 

YouTube celebrities encouraged young filmmakers to enter the competition’s seven categories covering 
topics from climate change to the oceans, biodiversity to food waste. The response was fabulous. Five 
hundred and sixty five proposals were submitted by filmmakers and would-be filmmakers from 71  
countries – from chemistry students in Mauritius to environmentalists in Cameroon. Our judges  
commissioned ideas from 14 filmmakers aged 15 to 37 on five continents. The films they produced  
used animation, drama, documentary, comedy and music – and within weeks of being posted on  
YouTube had received nearly 50,000 views. Audiences ‘voted’ for the winning films in each  
category, giving us an interactive way of reaching new viewers. 
 
Many of the filmmakers created their own successful social media campaigns, driving online traffic to 
their films. In Cameroon, winner Limbi Blessing Tata (see right) used her film to launch a campaign to 
save an indigenous crop.  
 
We are grateful to our donors: Bioversity International, the  
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development  
(EBRD), Azad Shivdasani, the chair of the Inlaks 
Shivdasani Foundation, the Lighthouse Foundation,  
UNEP, WWF-UK and YouTube. 
 

a hub for change / 
We’re delighted that we’ve been given the go-ahead for  
another digital project, our new Baltic Sea multimedia  
hub. Working with Baltic partners, tve will harness the 
power of new media, not just to communicate, but also  
to create practical environmental solutions. Our partners 
will share ideas about the Baltic Sea’s environmental  
crisis, propose solutions and use our digital hub to  
implement them.  
 

tvebiomovies 2014 launches on World Environment  
Day, 5 June 2014 
 
Find out more at www.tvebiomovies.org/ 
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relay to a million /  
Keen to reach out to a new generation  
of young viewers, we commissioned an  
education pack to accompany our 
Bloomberg-supported YouTube Relay 
films, made to coincide with the 2012  
London Olympics. The series of 22 lively 
and dynamic shorts tackled all things  
environmental – from biodiversity to 
beaches, from weather to water – and the 
new pack suggests ways that these films 
can inspire secondary school children. 
The pack has now been accepted by the 
London Grid for Learning, which acts as 
an internet portal for 2400 schools in  
London, catering for more than a million  
children. We will also reach millions of 
children throughout the UK through  
NEN-The Education Network.  



/ 565 proposals from 71 countries in 5 languages  
 

/ coverage on more than 80 sites worldwide 
 

/ audiences ranging from 11 to 64 years 
 

/ tvebiomovies website created in 5 languages 
 

/ 176,000 views of tvebiomovies 2013 launch films  
 

/ ‘I’m going to keep knocking on your door to keep 
doing a better job for environmental education’ 

Raul Pérez Albrecht, Bolivia  
tvebiomovies 2013 winner 

‘bring back ibo coco’ / 
‘I got the inspiration for the film from a  

real situation,’ tvebiomovies winner Limbi  
Blessing Tata (picture below right) told us. 
‘Some years back the southwest region of 

Cameroon lost its crop of Colocasia  
esculenta, locally known as ibo coco.  

It had catastrophic effects: most  
farmers’ children dropped out of  

school that year. We discovered  
that it was because of massive  

pesticide and herbicide use  
and bush burning.’  

 
In one minute, Blessing’s charming, 

humorous, and effective mini-drama 
‘Bring Back Ibo Coco’ tells people 
how to bring back ibo coco – and 

enable her central character Nibu, 
just back in Cameroon from 
Europe after two decades,  

to enjoy his favourite  
dish again.  

 
‘The award money is a seed 

and I am going to plant it,’ 
Blessing told our awards  

ceremony. ‘We will carry on 
until we bring back ibo coco.’ 

Her film launched her  
campaign, and she and  

colleagues have planted  
an experimental garden  

to demonstrate how  
chemical-free  

farming helps ibo  
coco to thrive. 

EBRD sustainable resource initiative prize /  
Lucia Hraskova for ‘Re(f)use’ 

WWF-UK prize for a world worth protecting / 
Reciclón for ‘Basura Musical’ 

tvebiomovies 2013  
winners /  

UNEP prize for climate change / 
Group Alkeemia for ‘Get Ready to  
Launch Your Anti-Climate Change Missiles’  

Lighthouse Foundation prize for the seas and oceans / 
Manuel Alejandro Victoria for ‘El Unicornio’ 

Bioversity International prize for agricultural and forest biodiversity / 
Limbi Blessing Tata for ‘Bring Back Ibo Coco’ 

Inlaks Shivdasani prize for people and the planet / 
Raúl Pérez Albrecht for ‘Biodiversidad Sustento de Vida’ 

UNEP prize for food waste / 
Amrit Bhandari for ‘The Foolish Guy’  
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30 years of inspiring 
change / 
 
in three decades, what has tve achieved? we helped  
to push environment and development issues up the  
international agenda, says former tve deputy director 
Jenny Richards  

 
a raft of debates / 
tve was born in the 1980s, cresting the wave of what’s widely seen as the golden age of British  
television, when great documentary-makers inspired a raft of argument and debate on the social  
and political challenges confronting the planet.  
 
Our mission was to take on the difficult issues that television might not go for. In its first decade,  
tve acted as a catalyst or broker of environmental programmes, working in close partnership with  
broadcasters – Central Television in particular – to produce a stream of landmark films that helped  
to change public perceptions. We broke through the television world’s widespread distrust of the 
‘environment’ – regarded as scientific, nerdy and boring – and brought environmental stories into  
the mainstream.  
 

groundbreaking / 
‘Seeds of Despair’ investigated the root causes of the 1984 Ethiopian famine; ‘Vietnam After the Fire’ 
explored the horrendous legacy of Agent Orange on the Vietnamese people and agriculture; the late tve 
trustee Adrian Cowell’s searing, Emmy-award-winning series Decade of Destruction exposed, in ways 
that affected both public opinion and decision makers, resettlement policies which were destroying the 
Amazon rainforest. 
 
From 1995 on, after deregulation had scared too many network broadcasters off commissioning  
anything that might adversely affect their ratings, tve went solo – and became a producer in its own  
right. We continued to make, and distribute, environmental films that coped with complexity, highlighting 
the inextricable links between environment and development.  
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/ ‘our “vision thing” was to change 
the world with television broadcast 
– without a roadmap’ 
Robert Lamb,  
tve’s founding director 

Our film series included the pioneering Developing  
Stories, the award-winning Earth Report on the  

environment and Life on globalisation. Our broadcast 
films today are in the same tradition: emotionally  

powerful, journalistically rigorous.  

 
cutting through / 

When I first started working at tve, 26 years ago,  
the ‘environment’ was an arcane, specialist concept  

and global poverty a neglected, Cinderella issue,  
polarised by the politics of the Cold War. It will take 
decades – generations even – to find agreements 
on halting climate change and global poverty. But 

now at least there’s an agenda for change, one 
which we are proud to have helped to create.  

 

the next pioneers / 
Much of the credit for this is down to the hard 
work and enormous talents of tve pioneers –  

the late Robert Lamb, tve’s founding director, 
Ivan Hattingh, our brilliant chair for 18 years, 
star filmmakers Adrian Cowell and Charles  
Stewart, and Richard Creasey, our current 
chair. I particularly treasure the 11 years I 

spent as executive producer of our Life  
series, working with too many spirited,  

gifted and passionate filmmakers, editors, 
tve partners and interviewees to name – 

but all united in the enterprise of showing 
how momentous were the forces of  

globalisation changing people’s  
lives worldwide.  

 
tve’s skill has been to cut through the  
jargon obscuring the debate over the  
links between poverty, social justice  
and the environment. We engaged  
audiences emotionally in the great  

issues threatening our survival –   
just as will the tve films and  

filmmakers of our  
next 30 years. 

left: Kay Kay in 1992 / Bruno Sorrentino 
centre left: Kay Kay at 8 / Bruno Sorrentino 
centre right: Kay Kay at 20 / Bruno Sorrentino 
right: screening of ’Seeds of Hope’, sequel to  
‘Seeds of Despair’, in Ethiopia / Pilly Cowell 

 / ‘Thirty years ago, if you mentioned 
“environment”, people thought of   
animal species. Today, thank   
goodness, many people think of  
the hideous changes to the planet  
for which we are responsible. tve  
was an early pioneer in addressing  
these problems around the world.  
Films tackled the greedy ways in which  
many of us live, and the ineffective  
and uncaring ways decisions are made’  
Ivan Hattingh,  
tve chair 1984-2002 
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corporate sustainability 
awards / 
 
for the second year running, tve’s Global Sustainability 
Film Awards showcased corporate innovation  
 
core business / 
‘It’s time to take sustainability into the core of what business is about,’ Yvo de Boer, former executive 
secretary of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and now KPMG’s special global  
advisor on sustainability, told the assembled guests at our televised corporate sustainability film  
awards ceremony at the British Academy of Film and Television Arts, central London, last year.  
That’s exactly the point of our new awards, now in their second year.  
 

innovation / 
The world cannot change unless corporations, together with governments and consumers, take the  
environment and the social impact of business to heart – and make sustainability practical. Our new 
awards encourage companies to develop sustainable practices, but also enable them to showcase their  
innovations. With film entries for three award categories from Europe, Asia, Africa and North America, 
selecting the winners and runners-up in this year’s contest was a tough call. Paul Brett, co-founder  
and executive producer of Prescience and financier of the blockbuster The King’s Speech, chaired  
our talented judges’ panel.  
 

And the winners showed us the diversity of corporate approaches to sustainability, with topics ranging 
from encouraging children to recycle to supporting a floating health clinic, and from help for Indian  
villagers to stories of young environmentalists. ‘Story telling is a great tool to bring societal issues to  
life,’ said Ramya Rajagopalan, head of corporate communications at Siemens Ltd India. ‘Initiating  
a project for sustainable development can be rewarding in multiple ways. Being recognised and   



 

Environment award / 
Highly commended EDF for ‘The Pod’s  
Waste Week Campaign and Recycling’ 
Winner WanderFilms for ‘Follow the Frog’ 

awarded feels marvelous. It’s an encouragement and  
inspires us to take up more challenges.’   

 
our thanks / 

We would like to say a huge thanks to London- and  
Beijing-based Propeller TV, our 2013 media partner, 

which broadcast the award ceremony and trailers 
across Europe on Sky Channel 189, and across  

China on China International Broadcasting  
Network. We are delighted that Propeller  

TV is partnering with us again in 2014. 
 

And we owe a special thanks to more than 20  
volunteers, many of whom worked with us over  

several months, to enable tve to inspire change 
in the corporate world. We are delighted that the 
awards are offering us an opportunity to involve 

so many wonderful people, at all different 
stages in life, who want to donate their  

time to tve. 
 

/ ‘EDF Energy is determined to change the  
way that people think about the  

challenges we face’  
Peter Thorn, community and education  

lead manager, EDF Energy   
 

/ ‘this award is not only for me, it’s an  
award for the environmental fraternity’   
Ranjit Singh Baxi, managing director  

J&H Sales (International) 

Propeller TV award for innovation / 
Winner J&H Sales (International) for ‘Scrap Recycled’ 

Good governance award / 
Highly commended WanderFilms for  
‘Coexist Uganda Coffee’ 
Winner Shorts Architects and 
Screenspace for ‘Robust Hospitals in  
a Changing Climate’ 

Community investment award / 
Highly commended Siemens India  
for ‘Project Asha’ 
Highly commended Essar Foundation  
for ‘Growth in Unison’ 
Winner ReadDillon Ltd for ‘Lake  
Tanganyika Floating Health Clinic’ 

Best overall film / 
Winner ReadDillon Ltd for ‘Lake Tanganyika Floating Health Clinic’ 

 
Special award 2013 / 
In recognition of Surina Narula MBE, awards founder 

top left: Surina Narula, awards founder  
top right: Richard Creasey, tve chair   

bottom left: Ranjit Singh Baxi, award winner 
bottom right: John Reid and Dr Amy Lehman of 

ReadDillon receive their award for best film 

and the winners are...! 
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tve South Asia / 
 

the power of the pen, film and citizen journalism came 
alive in India in 2013, writes Chris Miller, tve regional  
coordinator for South Asia  
 
unsung heroes / 
The year started with a journey of 1500 km. As part of Vodafone’s Red Rickshaw Revolution, tve  
South Asia, the Vodafone Foundation, and Delhi’s first woman rickshaw driver embarked on a five-state  
adventure, travelling by rickshaw across India. Journeying through 2500 villages, we captured the stories 
of India’s unsung women heroes, from the ‘ironing lady’ to a dog groomer to a market vendor of paan. 
Personal, powerful and celebratory, our short films helped to launch Vodafone’s imaginative Red  
Rickshaw Revolution fundraiser to support women’s projects all over India.  
 

bursting / 
tve South Asia, based in New Delhi, burst with activity in 2013, from the Delhi-to-Mumbai rickshaw  
journey to screenings and workshops reaching as far as Himachal Pradesh. DD India, a network of the 
country’s largest public broadcasters, aired all of our Zero Ten Twenty and Life Apps films. Rajya Sabha 
TV broadcast 29 Earth Report films and 18 films from Life on the Edge. All together, tve films reached 
600 million viewers in India. 
 
Through our remarkable new project, Films for Change, a partnership with Nokia India, we took climate 
change and other key environment debates to parts of the country where those issues are critically  
important. In each of 15 cities across India we held ten screenings to students asking what they could 
do. ‘“What’s the solution?” was the question at every session,’ Deepika Nayyar, from one of our seven 
Films for Change partners, told us in F4C’s first year.  
 

film power / 
We ran 15 two-day film workshops, teaching young people how to come up with ideas, script, shoot, edit 
and upload films. We reached beyond India’s megacities to cities in places such as Himachal Pradesh, 
which are vulnerable to environmental disaster, conflict and social upheaval. ‘Reaching these areas with 
the power of film, pen, expression and citizen journalism is making an impact in bringing out local  
concerns, especially of young people,’ says Anshul Ojha, tve South Asia programme executive, who 
runs F4C. 
 
Find out about our 2014 film competition at www.facebook.com/nokiafilms4change?fref=ts  
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left: filming at Tezpur University / Babul Gogoi, 
Assam Times  
centre: Zainab Ali Al Saudi / Jordan Pioneers 
right: Um Jamal / Jordan Pioneers 

/ ‘watching people recycle methane 
gas for electricity! It’s mind-boggling!  
I never imagined such a thing was  
possible, but somewhere people made 
it a reality. I pledge my effort to saving 
the planet’ 
student at a 2012 Films for Change  
screening, India 

https://www.facebook.com/nokiafilms4change?fref=ts


/ 40 partners on 4 continents 
 
/ 600 million viewer reach in India 
 
/ 177 million reach in China 
 
/ 36 million reach in Indonesia 
 
/ language versions in Bahasa 
(Indonesian), Chinese, English,  
German, Hindi, Kiswahili, Nepali,  
Shona and Spanish  
 
/ ‘everyone, everywhere, is affected by  
climate change. We must raise a voice 
for the environment’ 
student at Films for Change screening 
 
/ ‘one child who had been worried that she 
might contract HIV told us, “I will start help-
ing my friend who stays two houses from our 
house who is HIV-positive”’ 
Usher Chitumba, Media for Development,  
Zimbabwe 

tve partners / 
 

tve partners organised film broadcasts and screenings 
reaching hundreds of millions of viewers. ‘tve films are 

some of the most popular on China Weather TV,’  
reports Tian Li of our partner Huafeng. In Indonesia, 

tve films are the backbone of Jungle Run’s Bumi  
Hijau (‘Green Earth’) strand carried on 55 stations 
reaching at least 100 cities in 24 provinces and a 

combined audience of around 36 million.  
‘Bravo!’ wrote one viewer. 

In Zimbabwe, Media for Development versioned 
tve films into Shona, organised broadcasts on 

national and regional TV stations and continued 
to encourage much-needed public debate  

around sexual health issues, with public  
screenings attended by thousands of people. 

MfD’s Usher Chitumba told us that parents  
objected to our film ‘Reclaim the Condom’,  
but teenagers loved it, feeling it gave them 

the confidence and knowledge to use  
condoms. In Tanzania, tve partner MFDI 

versioned tve films into Swahili for  
broadcast on local television and  

streaming on YouTube. 
  

In Mexico, Ciceana organised the  
broadcast of more than 100 tve  

films in Spanish via four national  
channels. Ecuador’s Imagcom used  

tve programmes as part of a  
teachers’ classroom package. 

/ ‘Jordan Pioneers were extremely professional 
and did a great job of capturing the point of 
view of people affected by the war in Syria’ 
Brendan Paddy, Disasters Emergency  
Committee 
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Our partner Jordan Pioneers 
shot a moving three-part  
series about Syrian refugees 
for the UK’s Disasters  
Emergency Committee,  
highlighting the tragedies of  
people like 39-year Um Jamal, 
whose son died when fierce  
fighting prevented her from 
getting him to hospital.  



the bottom line / 
 
in a year of economic uncertainty, tve found new donors, 
cut costs and inspired change, reports finance director 
Timothy Drew 
 
inspiring change / 
Despite global economic uncertainty and the impact of a long-awaited settlement of an EU project, tve 
reached millions of new viewers, found new donors and even increased its free reserves. In common 
with many charities, we felt the effect of tightened budgets. But donations from individuals and  
corporations increased. And we are hugely grateful to UNEP and WWF-UK, who continue to fund  
us, 30 years after they helped to establish tve.  
 

corporate sustainability / 
Through entry fees to our tve Global Sustainability Film Awards 2013, we received income from a wide 
range of corporations, from Siemens in India to EDF in the UK, and from Citrusdal Wines in South Africa 
to Max Flechlin in Switzerland, along with sponsorship from Atkins, a winner in the 2012 awards. We 
continued to earn a steady income from sales of tve films to universities and colleges across North 
America. Thanks to our US distributor, Bullfrog Films, we sold nearly 600 programmes for educational 
use in 2013. 
 
We received a number of generous donations from individuals during the year, some responding to the 
awards, some to a small, targeted letter-writing campaign led by Lady Glenarthur. We are hugely grateful 
to our trustees for their help throughout the year. 
 

savings / 
During 2013 a long-awaited final settlement was agreed with the European Union concerning an  
ambitious project in North Korea, which was cancelled in 2007 due to the political situation. The net  
impact was a hit to our free reserves of around £30,000.   
 
Throughout the year we cut overheads and achieved significant savings. Our reserves are currently  
rebuilding to meet our trustees’ target.  
 

thanks / 
With the completion of Reframing Rio in 2013, tve would like once again to thank the European  
Union and all the other funders of the project: the Climate Development Knowledge Network, the  
Communication for Climate Change Multi-Donor Trust Fund, the International Consortium of  
Investigative Journalists, Roberto Marinho Foundation, the United Nations International Fund for  
Agriculture and Development, the United Nations Population Fund, Westdeutscher Rundfunk and  
the World Bank.  
 
We greatly appreciate the ongoing support of Chapter Eight, donors of our website; Yahoo for  
providing meeting space throughout 2013; and Wayne Brooks, manager of thebigtrophyshop.co.uk,  
who generously donated all the crystal trophies and plaques for the tve Global Sustainability Film 
Awards.  
 
We thank all our funders, from those who have supported us from our very first years to our new  
corporate and media funders.  
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major funders / 
 

/ Al Jazeera International 
 
/ Azad Shivdasani, chair,  
Inlaks Shivdasani Foundation 
 
/ Bioversity International 
 
/ Bloomberg 
 
/ Climate Development Knowledge  
Network (CDKN) 
 
/ Disasters Emergency Committee 
 
/ European Bank for Reconstruction  
and Development (EBRD) 
 
/ European Union 
 
/ Google 
 
/ Lighthouse Foundation 
 
/ UN Environment Programme (UNEP) 
 
/ WWF-UK 

income / 

expenditure / 

inspiring change - 
producing broadcast 
films: £532,057 

image: making ‘Basura Musical’ for tvebiomovies 2013  
/ Reciclón  
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grants and donations for  
filmmaking: £483,154 

other grants and donations: 
£365,505 

film distribution income: 
£17,217 

investment income: £29 

inspiring change - 
other projects: 
£277,218 

inspiring change - 
film outreach: 
£38,133 

governance: 
£37,050 
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tve partners / 
 
Africa / 
 
Ace Communications Kenya 
www.acecom.co.ke 
Dreadlocks Angola 
chagasdelemos@live.com.pt 
Environmental Foundation for Africa Sierra Leone 
www.efasl.org.uk/ 
Gambia Radio and Television Services Gambia 
www.grts.gm/ 
Green Earth Organisation Ghana 
greeneth@ghana.com 
Iris Imaginações Mozambique 
bert@iris.co.mz 
Media for Development International Tanzania 
www.mfditanzania.com 
Media for Development Trust Zimbabwe 
www.mfd.co.zw 
On Screen Productions Ltd Kenya 
www.getonscreen.com 
Optimedia Namibia 
www.dev.azafrica.com/optimedia 
Project 4 Digital Design Malawi 
www.p4studio.com 
Rishile Bosele Communications South Africa 
desmondm@rishilebosele.co.za 
Television for Development Uganda 
tfduganda@gmail.com 
 

Asia East / 
 
China Meteorological Administration China 
(Huafeng) 
www.tvhf.com 
Enda Vietnam Vietnam 
khanh.daod@endavn.org.vn  
Environmental Education Media Project for China  
www.eempc.org 
Jungle Run Productions Indonesia 
www.jungle-run.com 
 

Asia South / 
 
Centre for Environment Education (CEE) India 
www.ceeindia.org 
Centre for Science and Environment India 
www.cseindia.org 
Earth Matters Foundation India 
www.earthmattersfoundation.org  
Nepal Forum of Environmental Journalists Nepal 
www.nefej.org  
Rabindra Pandey Nepal 
rubinpanda@hotmail.com 
Serendip Productions Pvt Ltd Pakistan 
www.serendip.tv  
Society for Development Alternatives India 
www.devalt.org 
WWF Pakistan Pakistan 
www.wwfpak.org 

Latin America / 
 
AlphaMax Suriname 
lily@sr.net 
Artevisión Venezuela 
www.artv.usb.ve 
Centro de Comunicación y Producción Multimedia 
(CEPA) Dominican Republic 
www.cepa.org.do 
CICEANA Mexico, Cuba and Guatemala 
www.ciceana.org.mx 
Citurna Colombia 
atrujillo@citurna.com.co / isandoval@citurna.com.co 
Fundación del Bosque Tropical Guatemala 
Fbt_guatemala@yahoo.com 
Guarango Peru 
www.guarango.org 
Imagcom Ecuador 
www.imagcom.com 
Instituto Multimedia DerHumALC Argentina 
http://www.imd.org.ar/ 
LIDEMA Bolivia 
www.lidema.org.bo 
Fundacion Luciórnaga Nicaragua 
www.fundacionluciernaga.org 
TV Cultura Brazil 
www.tvcultura.com.br 
Canal Futura Brazil 
www.futura.org.br 
 

Middle East / 
 
Jordan Pioneers Jordan 
www.jordanpioneers.com 
 

Europe /  
 
lokaalmondiaal The Netherlands 
www.lokaalmondiaal.net 

tve Japan / 
Following on from the ten short films it 
produced with the International Rice  
Research Institute in 2012, tve Japan  
produced an award-winning 60-minute 
documentary version of ‘Hopper Race’  
in 2013. The film follows the devastating 
effect of the plant hopper pest on rice 
crops and the importance of maintaining 
diversity in combating it. The film has 
been broadcast in Cambodia, India, 
Myanmar and Vietnam and in 2014  
will be broadcast in Japan.    

http://www.acecom.co.ke
http://www.dev.azafrica.com/optimedia
mailto:khanh.daod@endavn.org.vn
mailto:%20rubinpanda@hotmail.com
http://www.imd.org.ar/


 

contact us / 
 

Executive director 
Cheryl Campbell 
cheryl.campbell@tve.org.uk 
 
Finance director 
Timothy Drew 
timothy.drew@tve.org.uk 
 
Programmes and partners 
Nick Rance 
nick.rance@tve.org.uk 
 
Producer and fundraiser 
Matilda Mitchell 
matilda.mitchell@tve.org.uk 
 
tve regional coordinator, South Asia  
Chris Miller 
cmiller.southasia@tve.org.uk 
 
Programme executive, South Asia  
Anshul Ojha 
aojha.southasia@tve.org.uk 
 
Distribution and project associate, South Asia  
Munis Syed 
msyed.southasia@tve.org.uk 
 
Africa 
Enock Chinyenze 
enock@glassvalley.co.ke  
 

Latin America and the Caribbean 
Rafael Hidalgo 
rafael.hidalgo@tve.org.uk 

 
 
 

 

tve trustees / 
 

Richard Creasey, chair 
Managing director, BFC Media Ltd 

 
Chris Oakley CBE, finance trustee 

Chairman, Newsco Insider Ltd and Chapter Eight Ltd 
 

Carl Christopher-Ansari 
Founder, Ten Foot Giant 

 
Alistair Clark 

Managing director, environment and sustainability     
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

 
Jamie Drummond 

Executive director and global strategy, ONE 

tve offices / 
 

tve  
46 Bloomsbury Street  

 London WC1B 3QJ UK  
+44 20 7147 7420   

tve@tve.org.uk   
www.tve.org 

 
tve Japan  

Shukichi Koizumi, chairman 
7F Ohashi-Gyoen Building  

2-3-15 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku 
Tokyo 160-0022 Japan  

tel +81 3 3353 7531  
fax +81 33341 2874 

tvejapan@nature.email.ne.jp  
www.tvejapan.org 

trustees emeritus / 
 

Ivan Hattingh, chairman emeritus                     
former director of development, WWF-UK 

Roger James 
Executive producer 

Lord St. John of Bletso 

tve USA  
Gillian Dorfman 
70 Yacht Haven Drive 
Shelburne, VT 05482 USA 
tel +1 802 985 1492  
tveoutreach@comcast.net 
 
tve South Asia  
c/o Earth Matters Foundation  
C-18 Chiragh Enclave  
New Delhi 110 048 India 
tel +91 997 108 1665  
fax +91 11 2621 6508 
 
 
 
 

Lady Glenarthur 
 

Mei Sim Lai OBE DL 
Founder and principal, LaiPeters & Co 

 
Karin M Laljani 

Managing director, corporate citizenship 
Chime Communications Plc 

 
Samuel Shiroff 

Vice president, business + social purpose     
Edelman Public Relations 

review editor 
Sarah Stewart 

review designer 
Sophia Reitz 
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In 2013 tve made films about the big environment and  
development challenges of our times and harnessed the  
creativity and talent of digital filmmakers to give their take on  
the state of the planet. We worked with broadcasters, digital  
platforms and our partners to ensure that tve films had an  
audience reach of more than one billion viewers.  
 
Our mission is to inspire change for a greener and fairer world.  
We are committed to quality, integrity, and editorial independence. 
 
Find out more at www.tve.org 
 
 
 
/ ‘the best documentary I have ever seen’ 
viewer, ‘Erodo’s Story’ 
 
/ ’excellent material – really strong human interest and a clever way of looking at  
critical global issues’ 
Lucy Lamble, global development editor, The Guardian, on Zero Ten Twenty 
 
/ ‘successful, high quality and building on a solid track record’  
Alan Hancock, independent evaluator, Reframing Rio  
 
/ ‘tvebiomovies gave us the opportunity to reach the world’  
a group of students in Mauritius, tvebiomovies 2013 winners  
 

 
 
 
 

tve is a collective name for Television for the Environment and Television Trust for the Environment. Television for the Environment is a company 

limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales (registered office 46 Bloomsbury Street, London WC1B 3QJ, company number 1811236)  

and a registered charity (charity number 326585). Television Trust for the Environment is a registered charity (charity number 326539).  

tve would like to thank its founding partners, core funders and major donors 

http://www.tve.org

